PLEASE DON’T GET INTO A CAR WITH SOMEONE YOU DON’T REALLY KNOW.

Always be aware of your location so you can call for a cab or for your friends to come get you.

Enter these numbers into your phone—just in case you need a ride home.

703/534.1111 Fairfax Yellow Cab
703/333.3333 Red Top Cab Fairfax
703/644.4500 White Top Cab Company of Fairfax
703/451.2255 Springfield Yellow Cab

These apps can help you determine your location:

Google Maps
LOCiMOBILE
Loopt
Mobcast
HeyWAY
GeoTwitts
Google Latitude

† These apps are not endorsed by George Mason University, but are merely a list of companies that serve Fairfax and Burke.
‡ These apps are not endorsed by George Mason University, but are a sampling of how you can identify your location and nearest address.